
Erasmus+: Games to get to know each other  Putignano, 24th April 2019 

Link kahoot: 
https://create.kahoot.it/share/the-germany-quiz/3e9e6177-01f9-4a7f-a90f-d8710604e611 
  
PART 1 
 

1. Dynamic groups: Let’s see if we can form little groups out of you. Sort by / Get together in 
groups sorted by … / according to 

a. your homecountry  
b. your school  
c. the colour of your dress 
d. shoe size  
e. your birthday month  
f. your favorite music genre  
g. your pet  
h. your eyecolour  
i. number of your siblings / cousins  
j. hair colour  
k. your favorite school subject 
l. favourite ice cream flavor  

 
 
Need: Chairs in a row / in a circle 

 
2. Get aligned! Now please line up according to different criteria. 

a. Your name 
b. Your last name 
c. Your age 
d. Your body height 
e. The length of your hair 

 
 
Need: Chairs in a circle, minus one! 

 
3. Hurricane: 

The wind is blowing across the countryside and blows away everyone who likes to eat gelato! 
One person is in the middle / Rest has to stand up and find a new chair. 
- Likes to swim / to listen to music / to dance / to do homework / likes to sleep /  
- Is vegetarian / is vegan /  
- Is a girl / is a boy 
- Wears black shoes / blue jeans /  
- Came by bus / by car / by plane  
- Has siblings / has a pet / has a dog  
- Plays an instrument 
- Is scared / not scared of bees 
- …   

 
Need: Interview-sheets, pens 
 

4. Interviewing your neighbour: Please check if the person next to you is from a different 
school; if not so, choose someone you don’t know yet. It’s time for some interviewing! 

 
 
Need: Bingo-sheets, pen 
 

5. Autograph-hunter (Bingo-Version): So, you all know Bingo / Tombola. Now it’s about 
collecting autographs. Go around and find students to who apply the statements on the sheet. 
Collect different autographs. The first one who has a row with different names calls Bingo and 
presents to us the five students. 
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Need: Chairs in a circle 
 

6. Zipp Zapp: One person is in the center, points on someone and says zipp oder zapp. The 
person who was pointed to has to say the name of his neighbor and has 3 seconds! Zipp: 
name of the left person / zapp: name of the right person. The student got it wrong or wasn’t 
fast enough?  à Has to go into the center. 

 
 
Need: 3 Balls in a different colour 
 

7. Fireball: The first person throws the ball to someone else and says his own name. Everyone 
has to throw the ball one time. It’s important to remember from whom you got the ball, we are 
going to repeat it faster and faster.  
 
Second ball extra: you tell the name of the person to who you throw the ball. 
Third ball extra: you tell the name of the person from whom you got the ball. 
 
 

Need: Paper, pens, drawing sheet 
 

8. Drawing on the back: We need four groups. Each of the groups needs to form a line b 
standing behind each other. The student in the back has to draw the pictures on the back of 
the person in front of him. She has to repeat the picture she got on the next back. The last 
student draws it on a sheet of paper. The group who gets the most pictures right wins. 

 
9. Kotzendes Känguru  

 
- Puking kangaroo (kotzendes Känguru) 
- Mixer (2 Außen drehen sich um sich selbst, mittlerer deutet mit Finger auf ihre Köpfe) 
- Kebab (andersrum) 
- James Bond (mittlerer mit Pistole, darum herum zwei in Ohnmacht fallende Frauen, oh 

james!) 
- Elephant (Ohren und Törö) 
- Washing machine (Eckig und Kopfwackeln) 
- toaster (hüpfen) 
- Titanic (Spitze, Arme ausstrecken) 
- paparazzi 
- Hawaii  

 


